



    Business model & Presentation  

 
 

1. Background  

Oresta is a Scandinavian online company which imports Scandic furnitures from 
the 50’s & the 60’s from Sweden, specially from Stockholm to Paris. We did launch 
the project two years ago with a full year operated from September 2017 to 
September 2018.  

This first year has showed pretty good numbers as we can show an average profit 
margin up to 6,2. Both co-founder wish to launch a new service based on online 
design auction. Our model is really simple and is based on our experiences 
sourcing from scandinavians auction house. You can check out our current 
website on : www.oresta.fr  
 

2. What we learnt from our sourcing experience  

Oresta’s sourcing is mainly done throughout auction companies down to 
Stockholm.  

2 main companies are sharing the market in Sweden / Stockholm which are both 
historical businesses.  
One is called Bukowskis : https://www.bukowskis.com/en/ 
The other one is Stockholmauktionverket :  http://auktionsverket.se/ 

Those two companies has been doing auction for centuries in Stockholm, specially 
for the second one which has been founded in 1674.  

 During the last decade they both shifted from physical occasional auction to 
untimed and endless online auction.  

http://www.oresta.fr
https://www.bukowskis.com/en/
http://auktionsverket.se/


=> The model is clear and simple 
 

1. An object is brought by a customer to the auction company  

2. This item is reviewed, pictured and stored by the AC ( auction 
companies )   

3. The item is launched online for a certain period of time  
( 7 days ) and the clients can bid on it till the end  

4. The item is payed, and either picked up or shipped  

5. The AC pays itself by commissioning both, the client and the 
seller  

Conclusion : The auction never ends and is powered by new  
items every days and hours.  
 

3. What we thing about this model  

 Strength  

- The real strength of the model is this endless aspect of the auction which lead to 
a huge turnover of the items available.  

- The online bidding system is well done and leads to a « funny experience » and 
make it accessible for online users. Indeed. Online auction makes it easier for 
everyone to bid.  

 Weaknesses  

- The issue of this model is the fact that the AC has to review every pieces, Then 
picture it and finally store it for a certain period of time . All those action requires 
a huge organisation and cost a lot.  

- The AC are doing all those steps to be able to guaranty every item. They have 
to do it since they are dealing in B2C for their sourcing.  



 

4. What are our propositions to improve it  !  

We would like to implement what has been working in Sweden and solve the 
weaknesses we did identify on those models.  

- Oresta enchère will be based on the same mechanism of endless auction. Items 
will be divided into categories and put on sale for a certain amount of time : 10 
days. 

- Starting bid will be at least 30 €. Therefore we will avoid to do transaction for less 
than the starting bid. This starting bid lead to sell quality objects.  

- To be able to avoid storing, reviewing and guarantying a good quality we will 
source only from professionals that have been reviewed before. They will 
provide us what they want to sell, their pictures, and they will keep the item 
during the auction. At the end of the process the saler is responsible to send it to 
the buyer.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 1.Professionals       put their      items on auction                  for 10 days                         2.   If items is sold 

                    Oresta gets the paiement                                                   3. Dealers send items to 
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                    to the dealer & keeps a 
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5. What is the market & what is our target  

The market :  

The french auction market is deeply conservative old and traditional. It exists many 
auction houses in France, almost in every big cities. Most of them are still doing 
physical auctions.  

However the market is huge and income increase year after years. In 2015, 2,7 
billion euros has been sold in french auctions. More over, the art division market is 
responsible for more than half of this number with 1,5 billion euros sold in 2016.  

In addition to that, the Design/mid century market is booming and increasing year 
after year. : The report, ‘Barnebys 2017 Online Auction Report: 15 Designated 
Designers - Trends and Insights', focuses on the development of the global market 
for fifteen of the most sought-after names in contemporary design. 
Among other things, the report reveals astonishing growth in demand for 20th 
century design, with the market for design increasing by almost 330 percent 
between 2009 and 2016. 

“Today, anyone can get their hands on iconic design furniture for a very modest 
price, while international collectors continue to pay millions for furniture and design 
objects of the highest quality,” says Pontus Silfverstolpe, co-founder of Barnebys, 
the leading online search service for arts, antiques and rarities. 

Our Target :  

For the last four years, the second hand furnitures market has deeply evolved in 
France with the launch of further actors such as Selency, Pamono or Design 
Market. They are successfully trying, to democratize the antics & design market. 
People are not afraid any more to buy art/design online. 

Sourcing = Our target is to focus on mid century / design professionals who would 
like to sell online specially for de storing.   

Client = We will target the same clients of those new actors such as mid age urban 
citizen.  

http://9nl.at/jx30
http://9nl.at/jx30
http://9nl.at/wasa


Who is our Persona :  

Our Persona could be either a male or a women 50/50. Our Persona never entered 
to any Galleries specialized in design cause he/she thinks he/she does not have 
the budget for it. Our Persona never been either to an auction company cause 
he/she has the cliché that auction companies are complexe to understand and 
old fashion.  

Our Persona is in between 25 and 50 years old, lives in big cities as Paris/Lyon/
Bordeaux. He/She is confortable using internet for social aspects, working, or for 
shopping. Our Persona likes to shop online after work or on weekends.  

6. How to earn money & what will be our added value  

On the sourcing side :  

Small fee & de storing 

- As I mentioned before, we need to source only from professional to avoid all 
kind of problems such as sourcing, false items/copycats, shipping & so on. Our 
major added value to be competitive will be our small fees. 5 % for the sellers.  

- Our argumentation to encourage professionals to sell on our online shop will be : 
The simplicity of it ! You keep the item, you hold it for a few days ( 10 ). Moreover, 
it’s the perfect way to de store.  

- Result can be guarantee by using a reserve price for each item ( a minimum 
price that has to be reach to let the item be sold ).  

On client side :  

Small fee, new auction experience, good deals 

- Simple auction experience will be a strong asset to attract new people. Indeed 
auction will be a fun and exciting new experience for people who wouldn't do it 
because of the rigidity of the current model.  

- The fee would be much lower than in a traditional auction house : 10 % for 
buyers ( it’s around 25 % in traditional auction house )   

- Safety : The fact that we will source only from professionals will add safety on 
those deals. Moreover the fact that professional will use the service to de store 
will leads client to make really good deals.  



=> Therefore, by dividing fees in between sellers and clients we will be able to 
make 15% on every sale which is a normal commission fee in those kind of 
businesses.  


